February 2, 2017

Sharon Noonan Kramer
2031 Arborwood Place
Escondido, CA 92029
(760) 822-8026
SNK1955@aol.com

Commission on Judicial Appointments
c/o Chief Justice of California
Supreme Court of California
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, California 94102
Attention: The Secretary to the Commission
By Fax to: (415) 865-7181
RE: OBJECTION TO THE APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE WILLIAM S. DATO TO THE FOURTH DISTRICT DIVISION
ONE COURT OF APPEAL (4th/1st) ON THE GROUNDS OF HONEST SERVICES FRAUD WITH 4th/1st
PRESIDING JUSTICE JUDITH MCCONNELL & JUSTICE PATRICIA BENKE, et.al.
1)
This document and its reference-links may be read online at the blog “Veritox Means Truth
Poison”. It is under the blog title of “Sharon Kramer’s objection to the appointment of Judge Dato to the
4th/1st Court of Appeal” Short link: http://wp.me/p7Yx8Q-46
2)
I, Sharon Noonan KRAMER, object to Judge William DATO’s appointment to the 4th/1st. For
good cause based on direct evidence, I am of the opinion that he would be unable to fulfill his duties in
an unbiased, ethical, autonomous manner with the current justices of the 4th/1st. I believe he has a
propensity to shield cronyism in the courts.
3)
For now nine years the courts, plaintiffs to fixed-SLAPP (Bruce KELMAN & VERITOX, Inc.), and
their California attorney Keith SCHEUER, have been harassing me with fraudulent court documents that
the justices of the 4th/1st obstruct from vacating. DATO helped to create the fraud.
4)
I have fraudulent and backdated, interest accruing liens recorded on my property by KELMAN
and SCHEUER because DATO left the face of a void judgement undisturbed on April 3, 2009, in violation
of Code of Civil Procedure 664.5(b).1
5)
I also am unable to record a valid lien against the party I prevailed over in trial, VERITOX, Inc.,
because of the same act of leaving the face of a void judgment undisturbed - inconsistent with DATO’s
April 3, 2009 ruling.
6)
4th/1st Justices Patricia BENKE, Richard HUFFMAN, and Joan IRRION also left the void judgment
undisturbed in a September 2010 appellate opinion. In their word-smithed opinion they omitted the key
fact that DATO and his clerk, Lynn SAN NICHOLS, never lawfully added to the face of the void judgment
that KRAMER prevailed in trial and was awarded her costs. The finding is by ruling only in violation of
CCP 664.5(b). The word-smithed appellate opinion concealing that the judgment on record is void states
“The trial court, with a different trial judge presiding, [DATO] heard Kramer's cost motion on April
3, 2009, and awarded her a total of $2,545.28….On this record we cannot disturb the trial court's
award of costs to Kelman….Judgment affirmed. Respondents to recover their costs of appeal.”
1

CCP 664.5(b) Promptly upon entry of judgment in a contested action or special proceeding in which a prevailing
party is not represented by counsel, the clerk of the court shall mail notice of entry of judgment to all parties who
have appeared in the action or special proceeding and shall execute a certificate of such mailing and place it in the
court's file in the cause.
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7)
They and the Presiding Justice of the 4th/1st Justice Judith MCCONNELL, will not recall and
rescind their remittiters (there are three) so the void and fraudulent legal documents may be lawfully
vacated in the Lower Court and the fraudulent liens removed.
8)
They cannot recall their remittiturs without spotlighting that they have been collusively casefixing SLAPP to harass a whistleblower of scientific fraud (in policies, courts, claims handling practices,
and US physician-educational-materials) with fraudulent court documents for now over a decade.
9)
To admit the documents are fraudulent now by the act of remittitur-recall, would spotlight the
appellate justices’ acts to defraud with DATO and other judges in not only one, but two, fixed SLAPPs.
10)
The two unrepentant fixed-SLAPP suits are:
(“SLAPP 1”) In the matter of Bruce J. KELMAN and VERITOX, Inc. v Sharon KRAMER, Superior Court Case
No. GIN044539, North San Diego Superior Court May 2005 to whenever void court documents are
vacated and KELMAN’s fraudulent, interest accruing liens are removed from KRAMER’s property by
court order. VERITOX was formerly known as GlobalTox, Inc.
(“SLAPP 2”) In the matter of Bruce J. KELMAN v. Sharon KRAMER, San Diego Superior Court Case No. 372010-00061530-CU-DF-NC November 4, 2010 to when void judgments are vacated and KELMAN’s
fraudulent liens are removed from KRAMER’s property.
11)
KELMAN and VERITOX were represented at all times by California attorney Keith SCHEUER, State
Bar License #82797 Inactive as of January 3, 2017. KRAMER was in propera persona beginning on
September 15, 2008. Prior to that she had been represented by William J. Brown III (2005-07) and
Lincoln Bandlow & David Aronoff (2007-08)
12)
Resultant from continued unlawful usage of void judgments, KRAMER has fraudulent liens
recorded on her property by KELMAN, VERITOX and SCHEUER. With interest they are rapidly
approaching $40,000.00 in theft of KRAMER; and are fraud on her credit reports.
13)
Because DATO left the void judgment undisturbed in 2009 when presiding in Department 31 of
the North San Diego County Superior Court; KRAMER is unable to record a valid lien against the party
she prevailed over in the 2008 trial, VERITOX. With interest, this is an additional approximate $5000.00
of theft of KRAMER by fraudulent court documents.
14)
Shortly after the 4th/1st left the void judgment undisturbed in their September 2010 Appellate
Opinion, KELMAN and SCHEUER submitted the void judgment as the foundational jurisdictional
document of SLAPP 2, November 4, 2010.
15)
For two years Judge Thomas NUGENT allowed KELMAN and SCHEUER to harass KRAMER in
SLAPP 2 – while knowing the judgment from SLAPP 1 was void. They were trying to permanently enjoin
me from writing of the unrepentant fraud upon the court in SLAPP 1 – and the thousands of lives
devastated from it. (See attached request to Governor Brown for greater detail of the greater fraud
being covered up by unrepentant SLAPP fixing)
16)
In SLAPP 1, the Lower Court (Judge Ear Maas presiding) has claimed on two occasions (2011 and
2012) that the Lower Court cannot cause the vacating of void judgments and removal of the fraudulent
liens without the Appellate Court first reasserting jurisdiction of the cases and directing the Lower
Courts to cause their removal. 2
2

KRAMER’s 2012 Motion w/links to 2011 Motion and MAAS ruling. http://freepdfhosting.com/c88675ba9a.pdf
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17)
On October 28, 2011, Mass did add to the face of the void judgment that KRAMER prevailed
over VERITOX and was awarded her costs. (This is one year after the void judgement from SLAPP 1
began to be used by KELMAN, SCHEUER and NUGENT to harass me in SLAPP2)
18)
Even with Maas’ amendment to the void judgement, KRAMER still cannot use it to record a lien
against VERITOX, because the document still has fraudulent dates written on it. It was backdated twice
by Judge Lisa SCHALL’s clerk of the court, Michael GARLAND, in the fall of 2008.
19)
When DATO took over the case in January of 2009, I asked him to explain the confusing dates
that were on legal documents. He declined to explain them.
20)
When I complained to the Chief Justice and the Judicial Council in September of 2011 of the
continued usage of fraudulent court documents and the issuance of fraudulent liens, I received a nonexplanation from the CEO of the Superior Court, Michael RODDY.3 4

21)
The 4th/1st still-unrecalled-remittitur issued in December of 2010. The 4th/1st, upon numerous
motions and requests by KRAMER, have unlawfully refused to act to recall it; to lawfully reverse the still
mounting damages from falsified court documents and fraudulent, backdated liens.
22)
Besides the fact that it is a felony for judges, justices, clerks, litigants and attorneys to bury the
evidence of fraudulent court documents when case-fixing5 6, this is no small matter. The void judgment
that was left in effect by DATO and the 4th/1st justices is falsely making it appear that KRAMER was
lawfully found to be guilty of libeling VERITOX in trial.
23)
VERITOX are toxic tort expert defense witnesses hired by US Department of Justice attorneys.
The entire purpose of their SLAPP against KRAMER was to make it appear that she lied and libeled them
about their expert testimonies being based on scientific fraud (which it is!)7

3

RODDY’s 2011 non-explanation for the fraudulent court documents (one week before MAAS amended the
judgment). http://freepdfhosting.com/8bd1908781.pdf
4
Sept 2011 KRAMER Request to RODDY and App Court Clerk Kelly (now deceased) to explain the fraud in their
court records. http://freepdfhosting.com/aca23df2d4.pdf
5
Penal Code 134 states, “Every person guilty of preparing any false or ante-dated book, paper, record,
instrument in writing, or other matter or thing, with intent to produce it, or allow it to be produced for any
fraudulent or deceitful purpose, as genuine or true, upon any trial, proceeding, or inquiry whatever, authorized by
law, is guilty of felony.”
6
California Government Code 6200 states “Every officer having the custody of any record, map, or book, or of any
paper or proceeding of any court, filed or deposited in any public office, or placed in his or her hands for any
purpose, is punishable by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 of the Penal Code for two,
three, or four years if, as to the whole or any part of the record, map, book, paper, or proceeding, the officer
willfully does or permits any other person to do any of the following: (a) Steal, remove, or secrete. (b) Destroy,
mutilate, or deface. (c) Alter or falsify.”
7
January 9, 2007 Wall Street Journal, front page & above the fold “Court of Opinion, In Suits Over Mold Experts
Wear Two Hats. Authors of Science Papers Also Work For Defense In Mold Litigation.”
https://katysexposure.files.wordpress.com/2009/09/wsjonlinejan92007.pdf
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24)
In 2005, KELMAN who is president of VERITOX, began committing perjury to create a false but
libel-law needed reason for KRAMER to harbor personal malice for him; and his attorney SCHEUER
repeatedly suborned it.
25)
All judges and justices to oversee SLAPP 1 & SLAPP 2 suppressed the direct and uncontroverted
evidence of the perjury and the suborning of perjury; and that their judicial peers had done the same.
No one reported anyone for the collusive fraud upon the court to harass a whistleblower of scientific
fraud in policies, physician educational materials, and courts (See attached letter to Governor Brown).
26)
I am not attaching the twelve years’ worth of direct evidence of unrepentant SLAPP fixing,
falsified court documents, and falsified electronic court records to prove my concerns of Judge DATO’s
appointment to the 4th/1st, are valid concerns.
27)
I am only attaching the bare minimum of evidence of DATO’s and his clerk’s unlawful roles in the
creation and concealment of a void judgment that remains unvacated to this day by the unclean hands
of the justices in the appellate court, to which he is being appointed.
THE VOID JUDGMENT AND THE FRAUDULENT LIEN (SLAPP 1)
1)
Attached hereto as EXH 18 is the still unvacated VOID JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 in its current
form. Attached hereto as EXH 29 is the still unremoved FRAUDUELNT LIEN that is supposedly created
from an abstract recording of a valid judgment.
2)

The dates on the two documents should be consistent. But they are not.

3)
The VOID JUDGMENT makes it appear that interest accruing costs were awarded by judgement
to KELMAN on 12/18/08 (See 3rd page)

4)
Attached hereto as EXH 310 is the page from the electronic court record which shows nothing
happened in the case on 12/18/08. The addition of “MGarland 12/18/08” strongly appears to have been
added to the document sometime after 12/22/08 when SCHEUER submitted it for abstract recording
and it still appeared costs were awarded on 9/24/08. (See EXH 2, lien for date of SCHEUER’s submission
for abstract recording of 12/22/08)
8

EXH 1 VOID JUDGMENT, SLAPP 1 shows cost award 12/18/08 http://freepdfhosting.com/786b95b2bf.pdf
EXH 2 FRAUDULENT LIEN SLAPP 1 shows cost award 9/24/08 http://freepdfhosting.com/dede578445.pdf
10
EXH 3 ROA shows nothing occurred on 12/18/08 http://freepdfhosting.com/215e4f3381.pdf
9
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5)
The FRAUDULENT LIEN makes it appear that interest-accruing-costs were awarded to KELMAN
by Entry of Judgement on 9/24/08 – which is not possible.

6)
Attached hereto as EXH 411 is SCHEUER’s submission of KELMAN’s costs dated October 14, 2008.
This is three weeks after the FRAUDULENT LIEN shows interest-accruing-costs were awarded.
7)

The FRAUDULENT LIEN also falsely states that the date of Entry of Judgment was 9/24/08.

8)
It is not possible that anyone involved in this fiasco ever thought judgment was entered on
9/24/08 and that interest-accruing-costs were awarded to KELMAN on 9/24/08 (See EXH 4).
9)
If judgment had been entered on 9/24/08, KRAMER’s post trial oral arguments (for new trial,
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, and to strike costs) could not have taken place more than 60
days later on December 12, 2008. It would have been a violation of Code of Civil Procedure 663(b)12
(See EXH 3 for date of oral arguments of 12/12/08)
10)
SCHEUER and KELMAN recorded the FRAUDULENT LIEN on KRAMER’s property where interest
accrues from a date not possible to have occurred, 9/24/08.
11)
Conversely, SCHEUER and KELMAN submitted the VOID JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 which shows
interest should accrue from a different date (12/18/08) as the sole foundational jurisdictional document
to SLAPP 2 on November 4, 2010.
12)
In between the time that VOID JUDGMENT was used to record the FRAUDULENT LIEN and it was
summited in a different form to start a second litigation; DATO’s clerk, SAN NICHOLS mailed KRAMER
the VOID JUDGMENT with the date of 12/18/08 fraudulently written on the third page. This occurred
when KRAMER questioned why her timely filed motion on 12/22/08 for reconsideration of SCHALL’s
decisions was denied to be heard by Judge PRESSMAN -- based on the false premise that something had
changed on the face of the VOID JUDGMENT on 12/18/08. (Attached hereto as EXH 513 is PRESSMAN’s
denial to hear KRAMER’s motion.)

11

EXH 4 SCHEUER 10/14/08 Submission of KELMAN’s costs http://freepdfhosting.com/9697c43c6c.pdf
CCP 663 (b) Except as otherwise provided in Section 12a, the power of the court to rule on a motion to set aside
and vacate a judgment shall expire 60 days from the mailing of notice of entry of judgment by the clerk of the
court pursuant to Section 664.5, or 60 days after service upon the moving party by any party of written notice of
entry of the judgment, whichever is earlier, or if that notice has not been given, then 60 days after filing of the first
notice of intention to move to set aside and vacate the judgment.
13
EXH 5 January 7, 2009 PRESSMAN refusal to review SCHALL’s 12/12/08 rulings based on a falsehood that
judgment had been amended on 12/18/08 http://freepdfhosting.com/4a975ce56f.pdf
12
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13)
Attached hereto as EXH 614 is SAN NICHOLS “yellow post-it notice” of an alleged amendment to
the VOID JUDGMENT. It states,“Mrs. Kramer, 9-24-2008 judgment reflects costs $7252.65 entered as of
12-18-08. See page 3 of highlighted [illegible]. This is the information you are seeking. Lynn Dept 31”
14)
KRAMER was aware that “7252.65” was not added to the face of the VOID JUDGMENT on
12/18/08. Only “MGARLAND 12/18/08” was added next to that dollar amount that GARLAND had filled
in earlier without dating or initialing the change to the legal document. The change w/o initially occured
sometime after SCHEUER submitted KELMAN’s costs on 10/14/08. She was also aware that judgment
was not entered on the impossible date of 9/24/08.
15)
Whenever KRAMER attempts to have the VOID JUDGMENT vacated and the FRAUDULENT LIEN
removed from her property – everyone seems to go blind, deaf and dumb to the fact that it is not
possible that the lien SCHEUER recorded, lawfully awards interest-accruing-costs to KELMAN by
judgment on 9/24/08.
HOW THE STILL UNVACATED VOID JUDGMENT & CONFLICTING FRAUDULENT LIEN CAME TO BE
1)
On September 24, 2008, SCHALL signed SCHEUER proposed judgment with a blank left on the
third page. KRAMER was not noticed of the signing by either GARLAND or SCHEUER. Nowhere on the
proposed judgment that SCHALL signed was there any acknowledgment that KRAMER prevailed over
VERITOX in trial and was entitled to her costs.
2)
SCHEUER submitted KELMAN’s costs on October 14, 2008. Garland filled in the dollar amount
on the third page of the VOID JUDGMENT without initialing or dating the change. This fraudulently
made it appear that judgment had been entered and costs had been awarded to KELMAN on 9/24/08.
3)
On 12/22/08 SCHEUER submitted the VOID JUDGMENT back to the court for abstract recording,
with the fake appearance that judgment had been entered and interest-accruing costs had been
awarded to KELMAN on 9/24/08.
4)
On 12/22/08 KRAMER timely filed a motion for reconsideration of SCHALL’s 12/12/08
nonsensical rulings in oral argument. (SCHALL refused to even hear oral argument for a new trial)
5)
Sometime after the date of 12/22/08 (when SCHEUER submitted the VOID JUDGMENT for
abstract recording & KRAMER timely filed a motion for reconsideration) “MGarland 12/18/08” was
backdated onto the third page of the VOID JUDGMENT next to the dollar amount that GARLAND had
filled in earlier without initialing or dating.
6)
DATO took over the case in January 2009 (because SCHALL was moved to Family Court after her
9/17/08 CJP public admonishment for drunk driving down the wrong way of a main artery road).
7)
SAN NICHOLS mailed KRAMER the VOID JUDGMENT with fraudulent dates written on it (because
KRAMER was asking questions about the inconsistencies in dates on legal documents).

14

EXH 6 January 9, 2009 SAN NICHOLS’ mailing of the VOID JUDGEMENT
https://katysexposure.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/15-10-29-exhibit-5.pdf
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8)
On January 27, 2009 DATO refused to clarify the fraudulent dates on the face of the VOID
JUDGMENT upon KRAMER’s request. To quote again from RODDY:

9)
On April 3, 2009, DATO ruled that KRAMER was entitled to costs as the prevailing party over
VERITOX. But SAN NICHOLS never added the ruling to the face of the VOID JUDGMENT
10)
In their appellate opinion of September 2010, BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRION had been made
aware of the VOID JUDGMENT and SAN NICHOLS “yellow post-it notice”, etc. They chose to leave the
VOID JUDGEMENT in effect which did not state that KRAMER prevailed over VERITOX in trial.
11)
Directly after their fraud-concealing remittitur issued in December of 2010, the electronic record
in the Lower Court was fraudulently made to appear that both KELMAN and VERITOX prevailed over
KRAMER.

12)
The electronic record was amended one year later to reflect that KRAMER prevailed over
VERITOX (after SCHEUER and KELMAN used the VOID JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 for an entire year as the
sole foundational document to SLAPP 2 to try to permanently enjoined KRAMER from writing of the
judicial case-fixing which occurred in SLAPP 1 and thus stop writing of all the lives still being devastated
by iby the case-fixing to this day)

TEN FELONY ACTS IN THE 4TH/1ST TO OBSTRUCT THE VACATING OF THE VOID JUDGMENT THAT DATO
HELPED TO CREATE WHEN FIXING SLAPP
1)
September 9, 2010 PERNACIOUS OPINION by BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRION in SLAPP 1 concealed
that MCCONNELL, AARON, and MACDONALD fixed the November 30, 2006 anti-SLAPP OPINION; and
concealed the direct evidence that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the court, did not
state KRAMER prevailed over VERITOX in trial, and obstructed the vacating of void judgment and
fraudulent lien.
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2)
October 13, 2010 amendment to the 2010 PERNACIOUS OPINION in SLAPP 1, with no change to
the void judgment on record, concealed that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the
court, did not state that KRAMER prevailed over VERITOX in trial, concealed that MCCONNELL, AARON
and MACDONALD fixed the 2006 anti-SLAPP Opinion for KELMAN & VERITOX by suborned perjury
(suborned again in the 2010 Opinion), obstructed the vacating of the void judgment and fraudulent lien.
3)
December 20, 2010 KILLER-LINCH-PIN REMITTITUR in SLAPP 1 issued from the 4th/1st concealed
that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the court, did not state that KRAMER prevailed
over VERITOX in trial, and obstructed its vacating (awarding more costs to KELMAN and VERITOX).
4)
January 20, 2011 BENKE’s refused in SLAPP 1 to recall the 2010 KILLER-LINCH-PIN REMITTITUR
concealing that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the court, did not stake that KRAMER
prevailed over VERITOX in trial, and obstructed its vacating.
5)
January 25, 2013 BENKE’s refused in SLAPP 1 to recall the 2010 KILLER-LINCH-PIN REMITTITUR
concealed that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the court, left KRAMER no ability to
record a lawful lien against VERITOX with a valid judgment, and obstructed the vacating of the void one.
6)
January 29, 2013 MCCONNELL’s coram-non-judice refusal in SLAPP 2 to prove 4th/1st subject
matter jurisdiction upon challenge, concealing that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1
(foundational document to SLAPP 2 that BENKE was simultaneously obstructing from being vacated) is
fraud upon the court; was criminally used by KELMAN & SCHEUER as the foundational document to
SLAPP 2; had been obstructed by BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRRION from being vacated five times (by this
point); and obstructing its vacating.
7)
February 6, 2013 MCCONNELL’s refusal to prove 4th/1st subject matter jurisdiction in SLAPP 2,
concealing that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 (foundational document to SLAPP 2) is
fraud upon the court; was criminally used by KELMAN & SCHEUER as the foundational document to
SLAPP 2; had been obstructed by BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRRION from being vacated five times; and
obstructing its vacating.
8)
March 26, 2013 MCCONNELL’s refusal to be disqualified from SLAPP 2; concealing that she is a
deadly 4th/1st FRAUDSTER; and that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 is fraud upon the
court; was criminally used by KELMAN & SCHEUER as the foundational document to SLAPP 2; had been
obstructed by BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRION from being vacated five times; and obstructing its vacating.
(She could not allow another app. court to rule in a matter that she had been case-fixing since 2006)
9)
May 29, 2013 MCCONNELL issuing the (2013 CORAM NON JUDICE REMITTITUR) in SLAPP 2
without proving court subject matter jurisdiction upon challenge and concealing that the 2008 FRAUDFACED JUDGMENT from SLAPP 1 is fraud upon the court; was criminally used by KELMAN & SCHEUER as
the foundational document to SLAPP 2; had been obstructed by BENKE, HUFFMAN and IRRION from
being vacated five times; and obstructing its vacating, while blocking any other appellate court to rule.
10)
November 9, 2015, MCCONNELL’s refusal to KRAMER request to cause the recall and rescission
of the 2007-fixed anti-SLAPP REMITTITUR, the 2010 DEADLY LINCH-PIN REMITTITUR and the 2013
CORAM NON JUDICE REMITTITUR concealing that the 2008 FRAUD-FACED JUDGMENT is fraud upon the
court and so are the KELMAN liens, and blocking its vacating (along with the other fraudulent judgments
and liens from SLAPP 2). It states,
“Unfiled” and “THE COURT PREVIOUSLY DENIED A MOTION TO RECALL AND RESCIND
REMMITTUR ON 1/25/2013”.
8

11)
Attached hereto as EXH 715 is the 4th/1st’s 11/09/15 denial to recall and rescind the fraud
concealing remittitur from SLAPP 1. It is lynch pin to obstruction of justice for thousands of people.
12)
Attached hereto as EXH 816 is the direct evidence that 4th/1st Presiding Justice MCCONNELL
knows that she is obstructing the vacating of the VOID JUDGMENT that she knows 4th/1st nominee DATO
helped her to create when collusively case fixing SLAPP for twelve years to defraud the public.
13)
Pasted hereto is the USDOJ’s December 13, 2016 refusal to prosecute the “California Judiciary”
under the false pretense that the twelve years of SLAPP fixing is not causing continued discrimination of
the environmentally disabled (by scientific fraud of DOJ’s toxic tort defense witnesses).

Latest VERITOX/DOJ contract for expert witnessing services in July 14, 201617
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EXH 7 11/9/2015 4 /1 DENIAL to recall the remittitur http://freepdfhosting.com/692470b965.pdf
EXH 8 10/29/15 KRAMER’s direct plea to MCCONNELL to recall the remittiturs and cause the removal of
fraudulent liens from KRAMER’s property w/the evidence of the “yellow post-it notice” of a fraudulent judgment
attached https://katysexposure.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/final-scan-mcconnell.pdf
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CONCLUSION
There are a severe ethics problem in the California courts which caused the need for the audit of
the Judicial Council, the audit of the State Bar, and the upcoming-audit of the Commission on Judicial
Performance. For good cause as shown above, I believe that Judge Dato may have fallen prey to the
erred mindset that, above all else, he is to protect his fellow jurists instead of protecting the
Constitutional rights of litigants in California’s courts. The erred Speak With One Voice mindset among
California jurists and favored attorneys is literally killing people as this matter proves.
All it would take to save thousands of lives from the continued usage of the bogus Veritox Theory, is
for 4th/1st Justices McConnell and Benke to recall their fraud-concealing remittiturs and direct lower
courts to order the removal of fraudulent liens based on void judgments that Judge Dato helped to
create.
The fact that they will not lawfully cause the vacating of void SLAPP-documents & the removal of
fraudulent liens from property; and find it appropriate that Judge Dato should join them in the 4th/1st by
nomination of the Governor and appointment by the Attorney General & Chief Justice; is a testament to
how compromised California’s courts have been allowed to become with little to no oversight.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,

Sharon Noonan Kramer
Attached: Sharon Kramer’s request to Governor Brown to withdraw his nomination of Judge Dato to the
4th/1st Court of Appeal

Attached: Request to the Commission on Judicial Appointment to speak against the appointment of
Judge William Dato to the Fourth District Division One Court of Appeal on February 9, 2017.
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July 14, 2016 VERITOX/DOJ contract for expert witnessing services #DJJ16WCIV020802
https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=2A9A3783-80A8-40C1B6B2-22CB6DF60C19&AwardID=52258455&AwardType=C
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